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Kenneth Lacovara, an Associate Professor at Drexel University's College of Arts and Sciences, discovered a
gigantic dinosaur in Argentina. Dreadnoughtus schrani—meaning, in English, “fear nothing”—is the largest land
animal ever found “for which an accurate mass can be calculated.” Professor Lacovara tells us more about this
huge creature: “It weighed as much as a dozen African elephants or more than seven T. rex. Shockingly,
skeletal evidence shows that when this 65-ton specimen died, it was not yet full grown. It is by far the best
example we have of any of the most giant creatures to ever walk the planet.” The artist’s interpretation is by
Jennifer Hall, online via Smithsonian. Click on the image for a better view.
Every year fossils of previously known and unknown dinosaurs are discovered.
Argentinosaurus is the largest plant-eating dinosaur found to date: 90 feet tall, more than 120 feet long and
weighing around 220,000 pounds. Bones of this creature—but not a complete skeleton—have been found.
Was such a giant free to wander without risk of attack by a meat-eating dinosaur? Since paleontologists believe
the biggest carnivores hunted on their own—and none could match Argentinasaurus’ sheer size—did this
behemoth have no predators?
Recent discoveries in Alberta, Canada and Patagonia, Argentina suggest that a meat-eating dinosaur larger
than T-rex lived at the same time as Argentinasaurus. This giant (called Giganotosaurus), with a skull bigger
than a human, MAY have hunted in packs.
A group of such creatures (with their serrated teeth capable of ripping prey to shreds) may have been able to
successfully kill an Argentinasaurus. To see a real-life battle between such Titans would have been like
watching today’s science ﬁction.
No serious student of dinosaurs doubts that such major discoveries will continue. And, if that happens,
paleontologists may soon discover a new "star" for the next Jurassic Park movie.
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